
Execution of the “ALH” RWP2020

numbers and highlights









● Adopt the notion of “separation of concerns”: low level code to the local 
computing platform are not visible to the high-level scientific developer, thus 
separating the scientific concerns from the computing ones.

● Strengthen the collaboration with ECMWF (shared code)
● Work already started on Atlas to include LAM geometry
● Need to increase knowledge/efforts on DSL and Claw

Transversal area: future evolution of 
software infrastructures



Dynamics in LACE (working with current NH spectral core) 

Vertical discretization: Design of VFE for NH model 
Horizontal diffusion – Tuning and redesign depending on the scale
Dynamic definition of the iterative time schemes
Terms redistribution through new VV variables 
Experiments in very high resolution 
Optimization of the model code – single precision 
Coupling strategy, higher frequency 
Reformulation of the NH system as departure from HPE 

Nonhydrostatic dynamics was redesigned as pure increment to hydrostatic dynamics. 
Moreover, nonhydrostaticity may be introduced partially, depending on given parameters. 
Then an equilibrium between accuracy and stability may be found, where the results are 
very similar to full nonhydrostatic version and the stability is enhanced. For example, the 
corrector may be omitted and only one iteration time scheme may be used (SETTLS) in 
some cases where this was not possible with pure nonhydrostatic dynamics. (28th Aug to 
23rd Oct 2020 Jozef Vivoda)



Dynamics: a gridpoint solution

D. Degrauwe, C. Clancy
T. Burgot, L. Auger



Several of Harmonie’s most aggravating forecast problems are connected: 
-    too quickly growing, persistent, cold fog over sea 
-    radiation (cloudy) bias 
-    precipitation behavior in coastal zones
Fog behaviour is very sensitive to CCN amount/evolution. The model assumes too much 
cloud water. This also affects radiation/coastal precip behavior. 

Fundamental solution:
- Use 2d moment LIMA microphysics scheme to describe the evolution of CCN
- Initialize CCN and aerosols through CAMS 
- Propagate the impact of CCN/aerosols to radiation/cloud schemes through aerosol 
parametrizations. 

We have only just started to study LIMA. But we can already improve fog behavior a lot, 
using the present ICE3 microphysics and two small changes in the CCN concentration 
and LW radiation emissivity!

Tackling our biggest model problem: fog
through realistic CCN/aerosol  

HC/GA meeting, 20201127



Adjusting LW emissivity and CCN removes most spurious fog… 

HC/GA meeting, 20201127

… and gives more realistic cloud water path in most 
situations, but some degradation is seen in Cb and Sc
… consider adaptation of supersaturation 
parametrization to better activate the CCN



The work on implementation of TKE-based mixing length in TOUCANS continued. In order to 

check the computation of BL89 integrals, the code was adapted to diagnose vertical parcel 

displacements (Lup and Ldown) from the ARPEGE subroutine acbl89.F90. TOUCANS values were 

slightly smaller which is atributed to the impact of added shear term.
the meaning of LTKE length scale (average of Lup and Ldown)
the meaning of L and lm length scales in TOUCANS is not as straightforward as it seemed
The main length scale L, which appears in TOUCANS equations, is equal to the Prandtl type mixing length in the free atmosphere, 
but in the surface layer it is increased by the factor ν/CK ≈ 6
lm and lgc scales which also appear in TOUCANS equations have the meaning of the Prandtl type mixing length in the surface layer, 
while in the free atmosphere they correspond to the Prandtl type mixing length scaled by CK/ν ≈ 1/6
set L=LTKE (or lm=LTKE C· K/ν). The smooth transition to L=ν/CK κ z in the surface layer is achieved by weightning· ·
The scores for the winter inversion case were better than for the reference (lgc mixing length) due to reduced mixing near the surface. However, 
during the convection there was not enough mixing above the surface layer and close to the top of the PBL.

Treatment of TTE (total turbulent energy) was improved to remove oscillations that 
occasionally appeared in the forecast, the computation is stabilized, leading to 
improved 2m temperature forecasts, the report is not available yet, but the researchers 
plan to publish the results in MWR.

TOUCANS Third Order moments (TOMs) Unified Condensation Accounting and N-
dependent Solver (for turbulence and diffusion)



Physics developments in ALARO and AROME (including SURFEX)

The work on implementation of TKE-based 
mixing length in TOUCANS continued. the 
meaning of LTKE length scale (average of 
Lup and Ldown) the meaning of L and lm 
length scales in TOUCANS is not as 
straightforward as it seemed The scores for 
the winter inversion case were better than 
for the reference (lgc mixing length) due to 
reduced mixing near the surface. 
Treatment of TTE (total turbulent energy) 
was improved to remove oscillations that 
occasionally appeared in the forecast, the 
computation is stabilized, leading to 
improved 2m temperature forecasts.



Physics
Physically based stochastic perturbations and applied machine learning (AI)

No 
convection
parameterizati
on

With 
convection
parameteri
zation

Stochastic perturbation of model errors 
With random sampling

Machine 
learning



Data assimilation: DAsKIT



Extensive testing of 4D-Var on three domains, several combinations of observations and 
various 4D-Var settings, nearly concluded. Overall: 4D-Var as good as or slightly better 
than 3D-Var. Comp. cost ~ 12h forecast

Milestone: 4D-Var ready for operational use in Cy43h2.1.2

HC meeting, 20201126



Tests with 4DenvVAR
●3Dvar : 1h fc. sum

●24 h cumulative precipitation 

●radar ●4Denvar : 1h fc. sum

Desroziers et al. 2014



● decrease of aircraft 
observations due to COVID-19 
in March 2020

●  EUMETNET Observation 
Programme coordinated 
mitigating actions:
− to increase radiosonde 

launch schedule
− to enhance access to Mode-

S data
●  OPLACE processing of 

radiosonde data adjusted
●  in August 2020 OPLACE 

contains around 80% of aircraft 
data from early March

● Additional ModeS data

Mitigation of reduced aircraft data for data assimilation





High-resolution models on-demand for warning purposes

HC meeting, 20201126



Thank you for your attention!
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